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Some statistics
•Three BSM sessions
•One joint Higgs + BSM session
•One joint Higgs + BSM + Flavour session
•25 talks + 8 “teaser talks” + multiple posters
•SUSY, with and without R-parity
•Resonances
•Long lived particles
•Future new detectors: MATHUSLA, CODEX-b, FASER, 
milliQan

•New collider: e-p LHeC
•Dark Matter
•Extended scalar sectors
•Axions
•Neutral naturalness
•….
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Thank you (and apologies) to all speakers



“Teasers” Very high interest from the field, bodes well for future
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(Multiple) Changes being made to 
detectors for Phase II to aid with LLP 
searches

HIP flag, RPC Trigger upgrade for HSCP

GEM detectors to improve displaced muon trigger 
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• Generator-level	study	with	PYTHIA8
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Physics still influencing detector design…good ideas welcome!



LLP: new detectors (I) D. Curtin, D. Robinson
An external LLP detector for the HL- or HE-LHC

CMS

ATLAS
Reliance on well-understood technology 

(RPC, plastic scintillators) means this 
could be implemented in time for the 

HL-LHC. But design not set in stone, 
will explore other options!

Unofficial cost estimates of current design: 
~ 40 million USDChou, DC, Lubatti 

1606.06298
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A general-purpose dedicated 
LLP detector for the HL/HE-LHC

MATHUSLA

Chou, DC, Lubatti 1606.06298
DC, Peskin 1705.06327

DC, Drewes, McCullough, Meade, Mohapatra, Shelton, Shuve, + 70 [in preparation]
… & more 

* MAssive Timing Hodoscope for Ultra Stable neutraL pArticles

Example of Achievable Sensitivity
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For LLP production in exotic Higgs decays: 

3 orders of magnitude better cross section/lifetime reach 
than ATLAS search for single DV in MS (due to backgrounds!)

Get close to 
BBN limit!

Comparison:
h→invis 

HL-LHC limit

Chou, DC, Lubatti 
1606.06298

Cross section limit 
~ applies to other LLP 
production processes
(up to boost factors)

CODEX-b @ LHCb
DAQ will be moved out of LHCb cavern in 2020. Opportunity to 
instrument ~ (10m)3 to detect LLPs, same principle as MATHUSLA. 
(Double the volume if DELPHI museum piece could be moved…)

Requires additional 
shielding and vetos.

Collision BGs can be 
estimated by putting 
small cosmic ray 
telescope in cavern. 
Doing this soon!?

Could be integrated 
LHCb subdetector.

CODEX-b

CODEX-b Sensitivity
Higgs-portal LLP produced in B-decays LLPs produced in Higgs decays

CODEX-b is much smaller than MATHUSLA and LHCb has lower lumi 
than ATLAS/CMS collision point, but highly complementary.
→ at long lifetimes, only 1/200 the LLP xsec sensitivity (1/50 if fry VELO)
→ probably cheaper
→ could afford more granular instrumentation 
            ⇒ might have advantage in reconstructing very light LLPs < ~GeV?



LLP: new detectors (II) D. Curtin, D. Robinson

FASER

near location

Exploit extremely high rates of forward proton inelastic scattering 
(~1017) in HL-LHC collisions to produce light LLPs.

Small cylindrical detector r ~ 0.1m, L ~ 5-10m,  
with modest 0.1T B field to split final states of LLP decay. 

Consider three 
possible locations:

near on-axis (150m)

far on-axis
(400m, better BG 
rejection)

off-axis

FASER

HL-LHC Reach 
of full milliQan

FASER Sensitivity @ (HL-) LHC
Dark Photons produced in proton bremsstrahlung

Faser:  
black contour

Faser:  
black contour

Very similar to proposed fixed-target experiments like SeaQuest 
Is FASER cheaper/better than e.g. SeaQuest in some way?

SHiP is the light-LLP super power…

MilliQanMilliQan
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       ep@LHC : Electron Linac – LHC   

2 

■  Design constraint: power consumption < 100 MW   :  Ee = 60 GeV 

using energy recovery: ‘green’ technology!
■  high!electron!polarisa/on!of!80390%!
!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!
!
!
!

■  ep!Lumi!!1034!cm!s32!s31!**!
■  !100!>31!per!year!!
■  !L=!1000!>31!total!collected!in!10!years!
■  eA!luminosity!es/mates!~!1033!!cm!s32!s31!!eA!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!**!based!on!exis,ng!HL0LHC!proposal!!

LHeC!CDR:!arXiv:1206.2913,!see!also!recent!LheC/FCC0eh!WS@CERN!
!

LHC3p!IP!

 
Detector Design  
for HL+HE ep 
Peter Kostka  et al 
at LHeC Workshop 
 

ERL3e!

Installa/on!decoupled!from!LHC!!!
!
Concurrent!ep!and!pp!opera/on!!!
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BSM: LHeC-LHC complementarity 

14 

Compositeness •  4-fermion EFT: Lepton-quark compositeness scale 
•  Quark radius 

Leptoquarks and RPV squark decay •  Accessible range largely excluded, but not completely 
•  Better measure of LQ characteristics, if they exist 

Anomalous Triple Gauge Couplings •  Comparable to LHC 

Top FCNC couplings •    couplings – great potential wrt HL-LHC 

Vector-like leptons, heavy/excited 
leptons, bileptons, higher isospin lepton 
multiplets 

•  No constraints on VLL, so far, at LHC 
•  Extend sensitivity to  for lower masses 

Heavy neutrinos, Majorana neutrinos, 
sterile neutrinos 
 

•  Symmetry-protected see-saw model 
•   LHeC reach similar or better than  HL-LHC 

SUSY EW: compressed scenario, 
Higgsino, (dark sector) 

•  Long-lived neutral particles 
•  Disappearing tracks – low background, compensate the 

low signal production rate  

Anomalous Quartic Gauge Couplings •  Better control on background:  
     no gluon exchange diagrams (mostly FCC?) 

extended Higgs sector: higher isospin 
multiplet 

•  Singly- and doubly- charged higgs by VBF 
  (mostly FCC) 

M d’Onofrio, G Azuelos 

+ Higgs physics, PDF’s, …..



CODEX-b Sensitivity
Higgs-portal LLP produced in B-decays LLPs produced in Higgs decays

CODEX-b is much smaller than MATHUSLA and LHCb has lower lumi 
than ATLAS/CMS collision point, but highly complementary.
→ at long lifetimes, only 1/200 the LLP xsec sensitivity (1/50 if fry VELO)
→ probably cheaper
→ could afford more granular instrumentation 
            ⇒ might have advantage in reconstructing very light LLPs < ~GeV?

How to compare?

Heavy	Stable	Charged	Particles:
Tracker	Upgrade	(II)

Impact	on	the	HSCP	analysis	of	the	Phase-2	inner	tracker	dE/dx	
discriminator	and	outer	tracker	HIP	flag:

October	31,	2017 Juliette	Alimena 8

HIP	flag	is	critical	to	restore	tracker	sensitivity	to	HSCPs	in	Phase	2

Gluino,	1400	GeV Stau,	1599	GeV

CMS-TDR-17-001

Stau, 1599 GeVDark photon

SUSY being used “as an inspiration 
for analysis ideas” T. Plehn

14 lhc llp community

cially well motivated production channels give rise to similar signa-
tures. Typically only one of these production modes will need to be
included in a search, but we include the different production modes
to indicate where people’s favorite models may lie. X indicates the
LLP.

In each entry of the table, we indicate where a particular (production)⇥
(decay) mode is predicted in the most well-motivated version of the
UV theory class. If the UV model is indicated in parentheses, MET
is required in the decay. We emphasize that the production modes

Production
Decay

gg(+inv.) g + inv. jj(+inv.) jj` `+`�(+inv.) `+a `
�
b 6=a(+inv.)

DPP: sneutrino pair SUSY SUSY SUSY SUSY SUSY
HP: squark pair, q̃ ! jX SUSY SUSY SUSY SUSY SUSY
or gluino pair g̃ ! jjX

HP: slepton pair, ˜̀ ! `X SUSY SUSY SUSY SUSY SUSY
or chargino pair, c̃ ! WX

HIG: h ! XX Higgs, DM* Higgs, DM* Higgs, DM*
or ! XX + inv.

HIG: h ! X + inv. DM* DM* DM*
ZP: Z(Z0) ! XX Z0, DM* Z0, DM* Z0, DM*
or ! XX + inv.

ZP: Z(Z0) ! X + inv. DM DM DM
CC: W(W 0) ! `X RHn* RHn RHn* RHn*

Table 2.1: Simplified model channels for neutral LLPs. The LLP is indicated by X.
Each row shows a separate production mode and each column shows a separate
possible decay mode, and therefore every cell in the table corresponds to a different
simplified model channel of (production)⇥(decay). We have cross-referenced the
“well-motivated” UV models from Section 2.2 with cells in the table to show how the
most common signatures complete models can be linked to the simplified models.
When two production modes are provided (with an “or”), both production simpli-
fied models can be used to cover the same experimental signatures. Parentheses in
the decay mode indicate the presence of additional /ET in some models. The asterisk
(*) shows that the model definitively predicts missing momentum in the LLP decay.

listed in Table 2.1 encompass also the associated production of
prompt objects. For example, the Higgs production modes not only
proceed through gluon fusion, but also through vector-boson fusion
and VH production, both of which result in associated prompt ob-
jects such as forward tagging jets, leptons, or missing momentum.
All of the production modes listed in Table 2.1 could be accompa-
nied by ISR jets that aid in triggering or identifying signal events.
It is therefore important that searches are designed to exploit such
associated prompt objects whenever they can improve signal sensi-
tivity.

To demonstrate how to map full models onto the list of simpli-
fied models (and vice-versa), we consider a few concrete cases. For
instance, if we consider a model of neutral naturalness where X is
a long-lived scalar that decays via Higgs mixing (for instance, X
could be the lightest quasi-stable glueball), then the process where
the SM Higgs h decays to h ! XX, X ! bb̄ would be covered with

Existing benchmarks 
from LHC LLP 
Community White Paper

 (to appear)
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Similarly for DM, SUSY etc



How and what to simulate?
Studies need to be as “realistic as necessary”


Scale existing results 

vs 


gen. level + smearing 

vs  

Delphes detector simulator?


Also should make uniform assumptions
SM backgrounds may be different for HL/HE

Collect list of generated background samples in a central 
place? On the twiki?
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Delphes detector simulator?


Also should make uniform assumptions
SM backgrounds may be different for HL/HE

Collect list of generated background samples in a central 
place? On the twiki?

Increased lumi/energy may allow new techniques 
and channels to be used that haven’t been used 

before



Detector Performance
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HL-LHC challenges: b-tagging  

§  Opportunity: forward b-tagging up to |η| ≈ 3.5 
è increased acceptance for resonance 
     production in association with bb 
è pileup suppression an issue 

§  Inefficiencies in tagging due to 
higher collimation of decay  
products at high pT 
è significant impact on signal 
     acceptance at high mass 

 

Choice of beam 
spot profile 
affects vertex 
density and b-tag 
efficiency 
è impact on 
     physics? 

Effects of PU can be mitigated

Detector and analysis advances can overcome scary environment
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Sensitivity at HL-LHC from monojet analysis
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Rare processes with HL F. Bishara, O. Augusto

Higgs coupling to light fermions

Top FCNC’s

Use Higgs pT distribution to enhance sensitivityLHCb projections for HL-LHC

Slide from Uli Haisch talk at Elba 2017
Based on bounds from M. Williams  talk’
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Prospects: H/Z→J/𝜓𝛾 @ ATLAS

Prospects 300 fb−1 3000 fb−1 SM
BR(𝑍 → 𝐽/𝜓𝛾)[10−7] 7.0−2.02.7 4.41.1+1.9 4 ×
BR 𝐻 → 𝐽𝜓𝛾 [10−6] 153−4369 44−12+19 15 ×

𝜎 𝑝𝑝 → 𝐻 × 𝐵𝑅(𝐻 → 𝐽/𝜓𝛾) 8.6−3.7+2.4 2.5−1.0+0.7 15 ×

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2015-043

Improvements in the dimuon mass resolution will 
allow to achieve better limits (ATLAS-TDR-025)

• Extrapolation obtained considering the same 
detector performance in Run I

• The requirements in the 𝑝𝑇
𝛾 and 𝑝𝑇

𝜇𝜇 were raised 
to increase the background rejection

• Multivariate analysis has been introduced to 
increase the sensitivity

FCNC top decays: t�hc

ATLAS [1707.01404]  13 TeV,–
36.1 fb-1, h�°°
ATLAS [1403.6293,1509.06047]
CMS [1610.04857]

FCNC top decays: t�hc

HL-LHC will cut well into
BSM parameter space!
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HL-LHC will cut well into
BSM parameter space!



We can update existing analyses for 3/ab, compare techniques


But we should also think of new types of analyses that take advantage of 
the increase in luminosity or energy

e.g.


Go out on tails

Require boosting 

Associated production for trigger or just to suppress background

Other interesting corners of phase space that may become available?


Don’t loose sight of light, weakly coupled new physics

Take advantage of high pT to dig under SM and search for light stuff



Oblique parameters 
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LHC beats LEP!

HL-LHC beats FCC-ee!
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D. Redigolo

Lower �
R

Boosted dijets (highly collimated) 

extra hard object to pass to trigger

Resonance can be seen in the substructure

can it 
go lower?
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Figure 7: The 95% CL upper limits on the Z0 boson production cross section compared to the-
oretical cross sections (left) and on the quark coupling gq0 as a function of resonance mass for
a leptophobic Z0 resonance that only couples to quarks (right). The observed limits (solid),
expected limits (dashed) and their variation at the 1 and 2 standard deviation levels (shaded
bands) are shown. Limits from other relevant searches and an indirect constraint on a potential
Z0 signal from the SM Z boson width [72] are also shown.

quark coupling gq = 0.25 and a DM coupling gDM = 1.0. The difference in limits between axial-
vector and vector mediator couplings is small and thus only constraints for the latter coupling
scenario are shown. The excluded range of mediator mass (red) is between 50 and 300 GeV.
The upper bound decreases to 240 GeV when mMed > 2mDM, because the branching fraction
(BR) to qq decreases as the BR to DM becomes kinematically favorable. If mMed < 2mDM, the
mediator cannot decay to DM particles and the dijet cross section from the mediator model
becomes identical to that in the leptophobic Z0 model, meaning that the limits on the mediator
mass in Fig. 8 are identical to the limits on the Z0 mass with a coupling gq0 = gq = 0.25. For
axial-vector mediators, the excluded values of mediator mass are expected to be identical to the
excluded values in Fig. 8 when mDM > mMed/2 or mDM = 0, with differences only expected
in the transition region mMed ' 2mDM. Additional limits (blue) in Fig. 8 come from traditional
dijet searches [35].

7 Summary

A search for a vector resonance (Z0) decaying into a quark-antiquark pair and reconstructed
as a single jet has been presented, using a data set comprising proton-proton collisions atp

s = 13 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 35.9 fb�1. Novel substructure tech-
niques are employed to identify a jet containing a Z0 boson candidate over a smoothly falling
soft-drop jet mass distribution in data. No significant excess above the SM prediction is ob-
served, and 95% confidence level upper limits are set on the Z0 boson coupling to quarks, gq0 ,
as a function of the Z0 boson mass. Coupling values of gq0 > 0.25 are excluded over the Z0 mass
range from 50 to 300 GeV, with strong constraints for masses less than 200 GeV. The results
obtained for masses from 50 to 100 GeV represent the first direct limits to be published in this
range. Limits are set on a simplified model of dark matter mediators that only couple to quarks
and dark matter particles, excluding vector mediators with masses between 50 and 300 GeV,
and using a universal quark coupling gq = 0.25 and a dark matter coupling gDM = 1.0.

UV MOTIVATIONS

1) The usual suspects addressing
Naturalness of EW scale

“SUSY R-axion”

2) Cool axion models addressing
     strong CP

3) New pions from  hidden QCD

“Ferretti’s cosets” Barnard, Gherghetta, Ray (’13), Ferretti (’16)... 

Dimopoulos, Hook, Huang, Marques-Tavares (’16)

Gherghetta, Nagata, Shifman (’16)

Agrawal, Howe (’17)

“Heavy QCD-axion”

Kilic, Okui, Sundrum  (’09) …“Vector-like confinement”

4) Light Dark Matter mediators

Bellazzini, Mariotti, D.R., Sala, Serra (‘17) 

Banerjee, Barducci, Blanger,
Fuks, Goudelis, Zaldivar  (’09) …

FOCUS HERE: dominant WZW couplings with gauge bosons (KSVZ ALPs) 

I suspect there could be a similar story for fermion couplings…

“top-philic dark matter”



Continuing the process
• Very important for the future of our field, get involved!
• Critical to have EXP-TH interactions
• Room for new ideas, analysis techniques (even experiments!)

• Will have several more WG meetings
• One before Christmas this year, Vidyo
• US meeting in spring 2018.  With other WG’s? At Fermilab?…

• Plenary Meeting: June 18-20 @ CERN
• Remain in contact through twiki/indico (see LPCC webpage, soon)
• By Dec. 2017 twiki will collect list of desired analyses and 
contributions etc

• Email conveners with ideas for analysis, requests etc.

• Final goal: Yellow Report



WG3: BSM @ HL-LHC & HE-LHC

Send email to conveners: hllhc-wg3-admin@cern.ch
Send email to WG3: hllhc-wg3@cern.ch

Join WG mailing list: https://indico.cern.ch/event/647676/overview

Contribute to Yellow Report

Future meetings: Vidyo, satellite US-based meeting?, next 
plenary June 18-20, 2018

mailto:hllhc-wg3-admin@cern.ch
mailto:hllhc-wg3-admin@cern.ch
https://indico.cern.ch/event/647676/overview
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How to probe DM

Guess: DM is a thermal relic of the early universe.
Weak-scale interactions with SM.
Can look for production at colliders.
Complication: comparison with Direct and Indirect
Detection (DD, ID) very model dependent.
Need theoretical guidance: LHC DM forum.

arXiv:1603.04156
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